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At this time, Xu Yourong was no longer in the mood to eat, and after

packing up his things, he hurriedly left the scene.

I am afraid that Huo Dongying will detect something wrong and turn

back halfway.

But when she walked to the door, she saw Wang Zuyuan and a group

of people, presenting a man at the door together, shouting in unison:

“Respectfully send to the genius doctor Lin!”

boom!

This sentence seemed to have some magical power, directly causing Xu

Yourong’s head to explode.

The genius doctor Lin is so close at hand?

At the moment, she seemed to be crazy, rushing towards the front, and

couldn’t wait to see her idol.

At this time, Xu Yourong’s eyes were red with excitement, and tears of

excitement flowed down.

And just now!

That figure was already in a car, and then left quickly.

For a moment!

Xu Yourong was stunned, because she found that the figure in the car

was 70% to 80% similar to Lin Fan.

Whether it’s dressing or body shape, it looks too much!

Lin Fan, is the genius doctor Lin?

Is she dreaming?

Immediately after, she shook her head vigorously, dispelling this absurd

idea.

Got it wrong!

There must be a mistake!

They may just be similar in their backs, they are definitely not the same

person.

Master Lin, how could he be a son-in-law?

At this time, Xu Yourong was in a state of confusion.

No, she must ask Zhang Jianjun to take her to see the great doctor Lin

immediately. She can’t wait to know who the great doctor Lin is.

………….

On the second day, Lin Fan went to Washington DC Pharmaceuticals,

preparing to start operating the largest pharmaceutical group in China.

But when he arrived at the door, he saw a large group of bodyguards

striding forward and roughly pushing him away.

“Go away! Go away! I’m blind, don’t you see the stars coming?”

Celebrity?

Lin Fan frowned, even if he is a celebrity, he is not qualified to let

people go away, right?

How majestic is this?

“This road belongs to your home?”

Lin Fan asked with a sneer.

“Hey!”

The head of the bodyguard captain was immediately annoyed, and it

was the first time he saw such a faceless stunned green, when even he

scolded:

“As long as we are here today, then this road really belongs to our

house!”

“You work here, right? I tell you, our boss is the spokesperson of your

Washington Pharmacy. If you contradict her, you won’t be able to eat

and go! Get out of here! Or I will interrupt your dog legs!”

Lin Fan’s brow furrowed deeper, and Washington Pharmaceuticals

actually hired such a virtuous celebrity as a spokesperson?

“What nonsense with this dead poor ghost, quickly drive him away, the

sourness on his body is about to help me vomit!”

A beautiful woman walked up, dressed in a famous brand and a hot

figure, looking at Lin Fan with a contemptuous look.

With just a glance, Lin Fan could see that this lady had been knives all

over, and she was a veritable man-made beauty.

It looks like this, even half of his own wife can’t compare, can such a

woman be a star?

The taste of the public is really weird!

But Lin Fan didn’t know that Ouyang Feifei was able to become a big

star because she was able to let it go. When she first debuted, the entire

crew, from director to photographer, slept all the time with a certain

identity.

This is finally a chance to make a debut!

At this time, Ouyang Feifei turned her head and looked at Lin Fan

contemptuously:

“Boy, do you want to sign? My old lady is empty now, get out!”

Ok?

Lin Fan’s eyes widened, with an unbelievable look.

This woman is too narcissistic, right?

He couldn’t help laughing directly, and asked:

“Who are you, why should I ask for your signature?”

what!

Everyone present, including Ouyang Feifei, had their eyes widened and

looked incredible!

This guy doesn’t even know Ouyang Feifei?

Do not know the current ratings queen, the most popular TV drama

queen Ouyang Feifei?

Nowadays, the TV series she starred in are broadcast on all TV

stations, but anyone who has watched TV can never not know her.

Ouyang Feifei was also taken aback for a moment, and then laughed

extremely self-righteously:

“Boy, you want to pretend not to know me on purpose to attract my

attention?”
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